
Foot Care 
Providing protection,         

security and comfort for the 
feet and  ankles. 

Shear Comfort® Foot Care  
could save your life.      
 

Prevent now before its too late! 



The Benefits of Shear Comfort® 

· Total Skin Ulcer Prevention: Calling it a pressure    
ulcer doesn’t tell the whole story. Pressure is not the only 
factor, and many argue it’s not even the major factor, in 
skin ulcer development. Shear Comfort® provides         
effective pressure redistribution, shear and friction        
reduction, as well as dissipating heat and water vapour. 
That makes it an ideal product for tackling all external       
contributory factors to skin ulcer development .  

 

· Infection Control: All Shear Comfort® products can be 
washed repeatedly at 80°C, which is proven to kill 
bacteria, giving you confidence in using Shear Comfort® 
time and time again. 

 

· Comfort: The properties of lambs wool that make Shear 
Comfort® Foot Care ideal for preventing skin ulcers and 
damage, also ensures superior comfort. Shear Comfort®          
products redistribute pressure, wick perspiration away 
from the skin, and transfer heat, ensuring comfort 
whether on the move, in a chair, or in bed. 

 

· Adaptable Protection: We believe footwear should be 
made to fit the foot, not that the foot should be forced to 
fit the footwear. That is why our Foot Care range is        
designed to be adaptable throughout the day to            
accommodate any swelling or discomfort. 

 

· 365 Days of Comfort: By effectively transferring heat, 
Shear    Comfort® Foot Care products allow for effective 
temperature regulation, providing welcome relief for 
people suffering from arthritis or poor circulation, whilst 
also keeping you cool and comfortable in the summer. 
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A Helping Hand 
Shear Comfort® Foot Care products are designed to       
provide comfort, protection, security, and freedom to those 
at risk from damage to the skin of the feet and ankles.  

The Range 

Wrap Around BootTM 
Rubber soled, full foot protection that is easy 
to put on, adjust, and take off 

Pressure Care BootTM 
Rubber soled with open toe design allowing 
easy toe separation and circulation inspection 

Short Slipper BootTM 
Full foot protection with suede sole for indoor 
and in bed use 

Tall Slipper BootTM 
Full foot and lower limb protection, for use   
indoors and in bed 

Sovereign Snug TM 
Comfort and protection in a low profile      
moccasin design 

Heel Protector 
Unencumbered support and protection for the 
at risk heel and ankle area 
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Wrap Around Boot™ 

The Wrap Around Boot™ offers full foot protection 
for use in and outdoors 

Rubber Sole allowing 
use outdoors 

Hook and Loop 
straps for easy 
closure and       
adjustment 

Closed Toe Design 
for full foot        
protection 
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Wrap Around Boot™  002442 

Wrap Around Boot™  002459 

Wrap Around Boot™  002466 

Wrap Around Boot™  002473 

Wrap Around Boot™  002480 

 Product Code  

XS 

S 

M 

L 

XL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wrap Around Boot™  XXS 002435  

Wrap Around Boot™  XXL 002497 See p10 for size chart 

Comfort and an accommodating fit are ensured by the generous 
Hook and Loop strapping on the heel and top of the foot, allowing 
simple adjustment throughout the day to accommodate any dis-
comfort or swelling.  

Incorporating a low profile rubber sole ensures the boot can be 
worn outside as well as in, offering freedom of movement to the 
wearer. The rubber sole does not affect the washing procedure for 
the shoe. 

The natural properties of sheepskin ensures that comfort and       
protection is provided to the foot by it being fully enclosed. The   
water vapour dissipation qualities of the wool ensure any perspira-
tion is effectively wicked away from the skin. 
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Pressure Care Boot™  
The Pressure Care Boot™ features a rubber sole for 
use outside as well as in, plus an open toe for easy        
toe inspection, toe separation, and air circulation. 

Hook and Loop 

straps for easy 
closure and       
adjustment 

Rubber Sole          
allowing use         
outdoors 

Open Toe Design 
for easy toe        
inspection and 
separation 
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Pressure Care Boot™ 002299 

Pressure Care Boot™ 002305 

Pressure Care Boot™ 002312 

Pressure Care Boot™ 002329 

Pressure Care Boot™ 002336 

 Product Code  

XS 

S 

M 

L 

XL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pressure Care Boot™ XXS 002350  

Pressure Care Boot™ XXL 002343 See p10 for size chart 

The Hook and Loop straps around the heel and across the bridge of 
the foot allow the shoe to be opened fully and adjusted to ensure 
that the shoe moulds comfortably to the shape of the foot. The 
Pressure Care Boot™ can be adjusted as required to accommodate 
any discomfort or swelling throughout the day.  

The low profile rubber sole ensures the freedom to  experience the 
comfort and protection of the Pressure Care Boot™ both outside 
and in. The rubber sole does not limit the washability of the shoe. 
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The Short Slipper Boot™ is designed to provide full 
foot protection, and is ideal for use both indoors 
and in bed 

Short Slipper Boot™  
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Closed Toe Design    
for full foot protection 

Hook and Loop  straps 
for easy closure and    
adjustment 

Suede Sole 
for use      
indoors or in 
bed 



Short Slipper Boot™ 002374 

Short Slipper Boot™ 002381 

Short Slipper Boot™ 002398 

Short Slipper Boot™ 002404 

Short Slipper Boot™ 002411 

 Product Code  

XS 

S 

M 

L 

XL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Short Slipper Boot™ XXS 002367  

Short Slipper Boot™ XXL 002428 See p10 for size chart 

The Hook and Loop strapping and tongue flap down the length of 
the upper part of the boot ensures it is easy to put on and adjust      
throughout the day or night, providing adaptive protection and    
comfort. The Short Slipper Boot™ has a heightened ability to mould 
to the foot, and can be comfortably worn in bed. The boot design 
ensures that the bony prominences of the ankle are fully protected 
as well as the foot plantar surfaces and heel, ensuring comfort and 
protection when worn in bed, or with your feet up. 

The natural properties of the sheepskin help to keep feet warm in 
winter, benefiting those of any age with poor circulation, while still 
keeping you cool in summer, for year-round comfort.  
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Tall Slipper  Boots™ 

The Tall Slipper Boot™ is ideal for providing the necessary security to 
those at risk from skin ulcers to the feet and legs, or those with     
vascular problems. 

Generous Hook and Loop fastenings along the entire boot ensures it 
can comfortably accommodate most legs or feet, regardless of       
swelling, and can be readily adjusted as required. This also ensures 
that the boot can be used in conjunction with compression        
bandages or support hosiery.  The open toe design ensures toe 
separation and circulation inspection can be done without          
removing the boot. 

The Tall Slipper Boot™ has no sole, making it ideal for use indoors, or 
in beds and inclined chairs. 

The Tall Slipper Boot™ is designed to provide       
protection and  support to the entire lower limb in 
as unencumbered a design as possible 

  Product Code  

Tall Slipper Boot™ One Size 002510  
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Heel Protectors 
Providing security and comfort to the heel and   
ankle areas 

  Base Length Product Code 

Heel Protectors S 25cm 002268 

Heel Protectors M 28cm 002275 

Heel Protectors L 31cm 002282 

Shear Comfort® Heel Protectors provide unencumbered security 
and protection for the at risk heel and ankle areas. The thick wool        
redistributes pressure and reduces shear while the heat and water 
vapour dissipation qualities provide added skin protection and    
ensure comfort in use.  
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Size UK Female UK Male Europe USA 

XS 4 - 5 3 - 4 37 - 38 4 - 6 

S 6 - 7 5 - 6 39 - 41 6 - 8 

M 8 - 9 7 - 8 42 - 43 8 - 10 

L 10 - 11 9 - 10 44 - 45 10 - 12 

XL 12- 13 11 - 12 46 - 47 12 - 14 

XXS 2 - 3 1-2 35-36 2-4 

XXL 14-15 13-14 48-49 14-16 

Size Chart        all sold in pairs 

Normal Shoe Surface 

Shear Comfort Pressure Care Boot™  

Effective Pressure Redistribution 
Just one of the many benefits of Natural Sheepskin 

These two pressure mapping 
images demonstrate the        
effectiveness of Shear  
Comfort® Foot Care       
products in redistributing 
pressure; one of the        
contributing factors in skin 
break down and skin ulcer  
development.  
 
On this subject*, the use of a 
Shear Comfort®  Pressure 
Care Boot™ has effectively 
reduced the peak pressure 
points on the heel and ball 
of the foot by redistributing 
the pressure. This ensures     
comfort and protection for 
the user.  

*90kg individual wearing stockings 
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The small, refined style of the Sovereign Snug makes it ideal for if you  
want to experience the added comfort of Shear Comfort® Foot 
Care wherever you may go, whether in the home, or on your     
travels. 

Sovereign Snugs 
The Sovereign Snug is a low profile moccasin style 
slipper designed to provide exceptional comfort in 
a pleasing design 

  Size (UK Women) Product Code 

Sovereign Snug XS 2 1/2 002546 

Sovereign Snug S 4 1/2 002553 

Sovereign Snug M 7 002560 

Sovereign Snug L 9 1/2 002577 



 

Pressure Redistribution 

Reduces Shear 

Reduces Friction 

Dissipates Vapour 

Dissipates Heat 

Provides Comfort 

Repeat washes at up to 
80°C (HITEMP) 

Urea Resistant (UR) 

Lambs Wool 

What goes into Shear Comfort® 
Shear Comfort builds on the natural properties of Lambs Wool 
to make it ideal for care and in-home applications.  

Maintaining Shear Comfort® 
Shear Comfort® Sheepskin Shampoo & Conditioner  

  Product Code 

Shampoo & Conditioner 250ml SCSH250 

Shampoo & Conditioner 1l SCSH1 

Shampoo & Conditioner 5 l SCSH5 
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To maintain the advantages of Shear Comfort® sheepskin       
products, use our Shampoo & Conditioner products which      
contain Tea Tree Oil to kill dust mites and mould, and prevent 
odours. 

Shear Comfort  adds... 

Shear Comfort®          

Australian Medical 
Sheepskin combines 
the natural  benefits of 
lambs wool with 
HITEMP UR properties,   
making it THE       
sheepskin for medical 
applications as it      
allows for infection 
control, and 
won’t        
deteriorate 
with            
exposure to 
urea.  



Shear Comfort® Skin Care 
Shear Comfort® also offer an effective range of skin 
care products, delivering comfort as well as having 
skin ulcer prevention and rehabilitation                 
applications.  

Overlays 
Shear Comfort® Bed and Medical overlays provide 
comfort and security, whilst aiding restful sleep. 

Children’s Overlays 
Shear Comfort® Childre’s Overlays provide the 
peace of mind that your child is receiving a restful, 
natural sleep. 

Seating Accessories 
Make your chair a more comfortable place to be 
with the Shear Comfort® Seating Accessories range. 

Focussed Protectors 
Shear Comfort® Focussed Protectors deliver security 
and protection to areas at risk of skin tear and     
ulcers.  
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Healthcare Innovations Australia Pty Ltd is also the    
licensed Australian distributor of Varilite wheelchair 
seating and back systems, and FSA pressure mapping 
devices. For more information visit our website, or    
contact us on the details overleaf.  
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3/ 10-12 Carsten Rd, Gepps Cross,  
SA 5094. Australia.  
Phone:  1300 499 282 
Intl:   +61 8 8359 0804 
Fax:   08 8125 5990 
Email:   sales@hcibiz.com.au 
www.healthcareinnovations.com.au 

Shear Comfort® is manufactured by Healthcare Innovations        
Australia Pty Ltd.  For more information, or to enquire about           
purchasing a product, contact us or your local distributor. 

Quality Standards 
The Shear Comfort® range of products is listed on the Australian   
Register of Therapeutic Goods—ARTG No. 148272, is CE class I 
marked and has FDA approval. 

Warranty 
Shear Comfort® warrants that its products will be free from defect 
for a period of at least 50 washes, provided washing instructions 
have been followed. This warranty does not cover normal wear and 
tear or occurrences outside of Shear Comfort’s® control. 

Shear Comfort® Foot Care products could save your 
life! One effect of  diabetes is a deterioration of the 
nerves, meaning tissue damage often occurs without the 
patient realising. Another effect of diabetes is less       
effective tissue repair. The result is that a small blister on 
the foot can quickly escalate, resulting in limb             
amputation, after which life expectancy is dramatically 
reduced. Don’t let it get to that stage.... 
....Prevent NOW, or cure may not be an option !  


